
Toil and . . .

a 10-minute comedy
by

David Guaspari



CHARACTERS

ANGUS ABERDEEN, an avant garde theatre director
DETECTIVE INSPECTOR J. ROYAL HEREFORD, of the Scottish Yard
FIRST SISTER, a crone
SECOND SISTER, a crone
THIRD SISTER, a crone

SETTING

The stage of an empty theatre, somewhere in Scotland. The present.

Note: “Hot Scot” can be sung as any bit of silly doo-wop. One possibility is appended,
notated for Sisters who are sopranos and a Hereford who is a tenor. It may be transposed to
any convenient key.



(AT RISE: ANGUS, seated, studies a clipboard.)

ANGUS

Next!

(The SISTERS bound in, singing brightly to the
opening of “Oh, what a beautiful morning.”)

FIRST SISTER

There’s a pestilent fog on the heather.

SECOND SISTER

There’s a pestilent fog on the heather.

THIRD SISTER

The groans and the cries as each wretched soul dies—

ANGUS

Cut! We’re not quite connecting with the material, gloom-wise.

FIRST SISTER

They only ever ask a witch

SECOND SISTER

To do some silly witchy kitsch:

THIRD SISTER

Torture a small animal and cackle while it twitches.

FIRST SISTER

For once we’d like a role that leaves the audience in stitches.

SECOND SISTER

Without anaesthetic.

ANGUS

My point is dramaturgical, a question of genre. “Banquo (Exclamation point!)” is that very
special beast, musical tragedy. No perky ingenues. No nancy boys in tights. That’s why I was
brought in to direct. That and . . . well . . .

THIRD SISTER

Poor Duncan, so sad.

FIRST SISTER

Passed on. It’s too bad.

SECOND SISTER

Don’t think we feel glad.

ANGUS

I do appreciate your letting me see your work; but we must move along. Someone will be in
touch. And if “Banquo” doesn’t work out, do not be discouraged. Next spring, “Brigadoon.”
(Calling offstage) Next Sisters? Andrews, are you there?
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(The SISTERS interupt their muttering to
speak.)

THIRD SISTER

They may be indisposed,

FIRST SISTER

Location undisclosed.

SECOND SISTER

They may have decomposed.

ANGUS

(Still calling offstage)
Could someone fetch them? I shouldn’t have let them go out for lunch.

THIRD SISTER

By the itching of me arse, comes a player in our farce.

(HEREFORD enters. He carries a briefcase.)
HEREFORD

And where might we find the ringmaster of this particular circus?

ANGUS

Angus Aberdeen, Featured Distinguished Visiting Guest Artist. I took the reins . . . after . . .
after Duncan—

HEREFORD

We are well aware of Mr. Hines’ demise. It’s what brought us here.

ANGUS

Us?

HEREFORD

The royal “us”: Detective Inspector J. Royal Hereford, Scottish Yard. We are in receipt of
anonymous information in the nature of an allegation, asseverating that what’s fair is foul and
foul fair, if you catch my drift.

ANGUS

Come again?

HEREFORD

That vaulting ambition may have o’erleapt itself.

ANGUS

Sorry . . . ?

HEREFORD

Something wicked this way came?

ANGUS

Not quite with you.
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HEREFORD

Murder, sir. Murder most foul.

ANGUS

Ah.

(ANGUS draws HEREFORD aside. The
SISTERS strain to hear.)

Not so loud. The anonymous caller is me.

HEREFORD

You have presented us with a philosophical puzzlement. How, in the absence of any
identifying nominative, would that be verified?

ANGUS

It’s Duncan—

HEREFORD

I thought your name was Angus.

ANGUS

—I have a terrible suspicion that his death was not an accident.

FIRST SISTER

For simple fun, extinguish one.

SECOND SISTER

Adieu, adieu: farewell to two.

THIRD SISTER

The worst things in life are sprees, cursed things that come in threes.

HEREFORD

We’ll get back to your fondness for assumed names . . . Would you now be wanting to reopen
the case? That would face a high burden of proof. The coroner’s finding was clear. While
carving a slab of mutton with a razor sharp dagger—an eccentricity, to be sure—

ANGUS

He was a method actor.

HEREFORD

—the victim’s hand slipped, with the tragic consequence of stabbing himself . . . (Checking a
notebook) . . . thirteen times. Not many men could have survived that.

ANGUS

I don’t think his death will be the end of it. I’m sorry if that sounds a bit . . . theatrical.

HEREFORD

A subject on which we defer to the judgment of a theatre professional—though we are
something of a thespian myself and have taken the liberty of bringing with us selected reviews
of our major roles as have received publication both locally and in county-wide periodicals.
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(HEREFORD hands clippings to ANGUS.)
ANGUS

These may sound like wild accusations—

HEREFORD

They are in fact quite positive. We are something of a critical darling.

ANGUS

—but since the day Duncan died, I’m not afraid to say, I’ve been afraid.

HEREFORD

Inquietude of mind would be addressed in a more satisfactory manner by ministrations of the
church or the Social Services than a police enquiry. But, since you have opened up a line of
questioning by voluntarily introducing the subject of that fatal day, would you be able to
document, for the record, your whereabouts during the 24 hours in question?

ANGUS

What are you trying to suggest? That I was involved? This is incredible.

(HEREFORD whirls dramatically.)
HEREFORD

I put it to you, sir, that it is credible indeed. I put it to you that one Angus Aberdeen,
despondent over the failure of “The Girls of Glamis”—an evening of all-singing all-dancing
theatrical effervescence that was, may I say, outrageously maligned by the jackals of the
Edinburgh gutter press— Perhaps you would autograph this Playbill? Thank you.

(HEREFORD, having produced a Playbill from
his pocket, obtains the autograph, then whirls
on ANGUS again.)

—that you, one Angus Aberdeen, did with malice aforethought send to his eternal rest one
Duncan Hines, actor/director extraordinaire, in order to take his place at the helm of a
can’t-miss hit, “Banquo (Exclamation point!)”

ANGUS

Bravo. That whirling, pointing thing you do is very good . . .

HEREFORD

We are a fixture on the County Argyle dinner theatre circuit.

ANGUS

But I’m afraid you’ll find the facts disappointing. “The Girls of Glamis” was no failure. Sales
of the original cast recording to shut-ins of Ross and Cromarty have put it comfortably in the
black.

HEREFORD

It was just a theory. And let the record note our letter to The Scotsman, unpublished,
expressing our confidence that “G of G” would find its rightful place in the hearts of the
Hibernian theatre-going public.
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(ANGUS, who has been studying his clipboard,
does a take and shows it to HEREFORD.)

ANGUS

Good God, look at these résumés!

HEREFORD

Weird. (To the SISTERS) Would I be addressing the aspiring vaudevillians Patti, Laverne,
and Maxene Weird?

FIRST SISTER

Just give us a chance to joke and to dance,

SECOND SISTER

To zing you with humor that grows like a tumor,

THIRD SISTER

And cackle a laugh more infectious than staph.

HEREFORD

(Still studying the clipboard)
And you’ve sold your souls to the devil? All three?

ANGUS

You see?

HEREFORD

And your point would be? The curriculum vitae are in perfectly good order. I see no
misrepresentation or false pretence. Don’t leave yourself open to an action for libel.

(HEREFORD turns again on ANGUS,
brandishing the clipboard.)

Let me put it to you, sir, on this evidence from your own hand, that you are prepared to
commit an artistic crime of the first magnitude. The late Mr. Hines having cast himself in the
key role of Banquo, and that part having recently and tragically become available, you intend
to offer it to one Manx Loaghtan—a tenor whose well-known deficiencies begin, but do not
end, with persistent uncertainty in the upper register. No devotee of the Inverness theatre
scene could fancy the man’s chances with the rousing first act finale, “Hot Scot.”

(SISTERS begin a capella backup vocals.
HEREFORD seizes his chance.)
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(Song: “HOT SCOT”)

SISTERS HEREFORD

DOO DOO DOO WOP-DA-DA-DA

DOO DOO DOO WOP-DA-DA-DA

DOO DOO DOO WOP-DA-DA-DA I DON’T WANT NO HASSLE.
DOO DOO DOO WOP-DA-DA-DA I DON’T NEED NO CASTLE

DOO DOO DOO WOP-DA-DA-DA IF YOU’LL BE MY VASSAL:
HOT SCOT.

DOO DOO-WOP.
DOO DOO DOO—

ANGUS

Cut! Cut cut cut! Agents of Satan will please wait for their callback. And homicide
investigators will kindly refrain from second-guessing the director’s creative decisions.

(SFX: Offstage, vocal warm-ups of Manx
Loaghtan.)

HEREFORD

To cast as Banquo that man (He indicates the source of the sound) , who singlehandedly sunk
Oban Footlighters’ “Show Boat”?

FIRST SISTER

A wink and a nod is always enough.

SECOND SISTER

You don’t have to prod us

THIRD SISTER

To show off our stuff.

(SFX: The warm-up becomes a death rattle.)
ANGUS

Manx!

HEREFORD

Nobody move.

(HEREFORD rushes off.)
ANGUS

(Conscious of speaking blank verse)

Our boon companion, Duncan, is self-slain.

FIRST SISTER

Extinguished.
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ANGUS

And has our Banquo perished yet again?

SECOND SISTER

Hearsed and re-hearsed. Adieu number two.

ANGUS

What horror waits my heat-oppressed brain?

THIRD SISTER

Do we have to explain everything?

(HEREFORD returns, holding a half-eaten
sandwich.)

HEREFORD

Gone to the great audition in the sky. Please forgive my critical reference to the departed’s
interpretation of Cap’n Andy in the Kern/Hammerstein classic. I believe a brief silence is in
order. (Silence) Right, then: who is it does your catering?

ANGUS

The chip shop that services the vending machine?

HEREFORD

It appears that Manx Laoghton’s fateful final choice was to pull the lever for the haggis
focaccia; but in these remains I detect the piquant bouquet of eye of newt.

ANGUS

One Duncan extinguished. Farewell to two Banquos. A “spree of three” will be next—the
Andrews sisters. Do something!

(SFX: HEREFORD’s cell phone rings. (The
ring tone might be bag pipes).
He answers.)

HEREFORD

Hereford here . . . (To ANGUS) Too late. (Into phone) Eye of Newt? (To ANGUS) Toe of
Frog.

ANGUS

The curse of the Scottish Musical. And cuisine.

HEREFORD

(Into phone) When you’ve wrapped up there send the meat wagon. (Closes phone.) Toe of
Frog is the pub they were in when the lightning struck. Another blow to avocational
thespianism.

ANGUS

Lightning? Out of a clear sky?
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HEREFORD

But the show goes on. We are prepared to step into the role of Banquo myself and have taken
the liberty of composing a few apposite dramaturgical and directorial suggestions.

(HEREFORD offers a sheaf of notes to ANGUS,
who ignores them.)

ANGUS

One for fun . . . adieu to two . . . a spree of three. They predicted all of it.

HEREFORD

What did you expect? What would be the point of selling your soul to the devil if that didn’t,
so to speak, let you hit the lottery every now and then?

ANGUS

(To the Sisters)

Be gone, foul fiends who’ve sold your selves,
Immortal essences, to Prince of Lies!
Misrule! Contumely! Oh, demented elves,
Incarnadine with—

(HEREFORD slaps ANGUS to bring him back
from hysteria.)

HEREFORD

Get a grip on. We all go a bit Shakespearian when the fatal bellman visits—

ANGUS

Who?

HEREFORD

After a glimpse of that undiscovered country from whose bourne no traveler returns—

ANGUS

What?

ANGUS

Death, sir, in whose majestic presence quiet dignity would be seemly.

ANGUS

You mean murder.

HEREFORD

I mean one violation of the sanitary code for commercial food preparation and one highly
implausible act of God.

ANGUS

And the Duncan’s death?
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HEREFORD

Thirteen counts of poor table manners. Case closed. I’m off the clock. But I can assure you:
“Banquo (Exclamation point!)” is a piece we have fallen in love with. We are going to do it
proud. Am I right?

FIRST SISTER

We can foretell

SECOND SISTER

It’ll be swell,

THIRD SISTER

Funny as hell.

ANGUS

Wretches, shag-hair’d villains, do your worst.
Suppress my accusations, if you durst.

(ANGUS rushes off.
SFX: Explosion.
Smoldering tokens of ANGUS (beret,
megaphone, . . . ) fly onto the stage.)

HEREFORD

There’s something you don’t see every day—if a bit theatrical. But I’ve punched out. The next
shift can deal with it. And we’ve a show to put on.

(HEREFORD takes scripts from his briefcase
and distributes them.)

I’ve taken the liberty of proposing certain creative revisions, and an improved title.

(HEREFORD reads.)
Banquo, Unplugged.
Act 1, Scene 1.
AT RISE: BANQUO, in late-Elvis jump suit displaying body toned in Police Academy weight
room, broods about overproduced “Wall of Sound” aesthetic of his early recordings. Thoughts
drift to the early days of his career. The BANQUETTES appear. BANQUO rouses himself
and cues the BANQUETTES.
BANQUO: “A One! Two! One-two-three-f”—

(A gesture from the SISTERS freezes
HEREFORD. The SISTERS discard their
scripts.)

FIRST SISTER

(Mockingly, to the motionless HEREFORD)
Will that trick do?
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SECOND SISTER

Or is it too . . .

THIRD SISTER

Theatrical?

(The SISTERS address the audience.)
FIRST SISTER

Lend ears, please, to our story: “Weird (Question mark?)”

SECOND SISTER

It isn’t very gory—just a witches’ lark.

THIRD SISTER

A hint of purgatory, only slightly dark.

END
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Sisters

Hereford

Doo doo doo wop da da da Doo doo

I don't want no

doo wop da da da Doo doo doo wop da da da Doo doo

4

has sle- I don't need no cast le- If you'll be my

doo wop da da da Doo doo wop
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